Practitioner supporter for Nordic Laboratories
(Swedish or German speaking)

Nordic Laboratories is looking for a new colleague with a desire to work with practitioner support, primarily towards the Swedish or German markets. You will be a proactive individual working with practitioners in the allocated Country via email and telephone. It is therefore crucial that you can navigate in a fast-paced environment and keep a cool head in pressured situations.

About the job
The job is versatile and provides good opportunities to become wiser about, among other things, health and "Functional Medicine" as well as gain a lot of international experience.

The work mainly consists of:
Provide the world's best support to practitioners, including:

- Answer phone calls and help both practitioners and patients in English and Swedish/German - if you know other languages it will be a bonus.
- Answer email queries as well as delegate them to colleagues globally.
- Proactively reaching out to your “own” practitioners with news on new tests and supplements, invitations to training and education and assisting with admin tasks etc.

About you
Words that would describe you: stable, service-minded, responsible, independent and flexible. You will be passionate about health and have an education within healthcare. That could be a Functional Medicine practitioner, Clinical Dietitian, Nutritional Therapist etc. The job requires you to work in our head office in Copenhagen. You must have good English skills and want to help create a good atmosphere at the head office in Copenhagen.

Weekly working hours: 37.5 hours. Salary by agreement.
The position is to be filled as soon as possible.

If you see yourself in the above position, send your application and CV to: info@nordicgroup.eu

About Nordic Group
Nordic Group was established in 1997. We deal mainly with the "Functional Medicine" principles. Nordic Group consists of a number of companies, all of which are within nutrition, nutritional medicine and dietary supplements. We sell our products in 80 countries. "Company language" is English.

Read more about us at: www.nordic-labs.com and www.dnalife.healthcare, and see more here:

We look forward to receiving your application and resume.